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The Fortran IV digital computer code SHUTDOWN uses aerial and error procedure
to find the optimum method of altering the reactor power before shutdown f o r a n outage of
a given desired duration. Exact optimum solutions are not found by this method but the
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Figure 1. - Savings from a Time-Varied Shutdown.
Figure 2. - Time Scale Adjustment of the Xenon Transient
following Complete Shutdown.
Figure 3. - Scheme for Finding Wear Side Intercept of Xenon
Transient.
Figure 4. - Scheme for Finding Initial Guess of Far Side
Intercept of Xenon Transient









Shutdown Code Listing in Fortran IV
1. INTRODUCTION
It Is sometimes possible to improve the operating efficiency
of a reactor that does not have complete xenon-135 override capability
by appropriately varying the reactor power just before shutdown. For a
reactor having low excess reactivity, outage durations are restricted by
the outage xenon transient; often this directly results in a reduction
in reactor efficiency. However, since the outage xenon transient is
determined by the pre-shutdown power history, it is sometimes possible to
vary the power in a way that will produce a more favourable outage xenon
transient and a gain in reactor efficiency.
This concept is illustrated in Figure 1. Curve A is the normal
abrupt shutdown power reduction and its xenon transient; curve B is a
sample time-varied shutdown and its transient. With shutdown method A
the startup is delayed past the desired startup time, a, to b. However,
with shutdown mode B a startup can be made at a, with a saving of time
AT. The problem is to find the power reduction mode that gives the most
efficient operation.
2. THE SHUTDOWN CODE
The SHUTDOWN code determines the best method for shutting the
reactor down for a given set of conditions by examining the xenon transients
for all possible paths through a power-time grid super-imposed on the power-
history curve. The code can optimize the shutdown in four different ways
for a given desired startup time T :
(1) It can demand startup at exactly T, and will minimize
the loss in MWd incurred during the power alterations.
(2) It can demand startup at exactly T, and will maximize
the time spent within a given range of reactor powers.
(3) It can require that the outage be at least T, and will
minimize loss in MWd incurred^from two sources: (i) the
loss during the power alterations, and (ii) the MWd loss
"~ O ~*
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from any outage extension beyond T
two contributions may be weighted.
The first of these
(4) It can require that the outage be at least T, and will minimize
the sum of two time contributions: (i) the loss in time spent
while the power is outside the desired power band, and (ii) the
time lost from any outage extension beyond T . The first of
these two contributions may be weighted.
The several previous attempts to develop a method for determining
optimum shutdown modes were hampered by the lack of a direct analytical
solution. Consequently the results were rather limited in scope. For
instance, the early work described by Kirk (1953) examines only the situation
where the reactor power is reduced to zero in two successive step decreases.
The advent of modern high speed digital computers has provided the means for
calculating optimum shutdown modes in a reasonable length of time. The
first attempt to do this is discussed by Ash et al (1959). The method
proposed used a dynamic programming technique to find the shutdown mode giving
the minimum xenon peak after shutdown. However, aside from the fact that
simple minimization of the xenon peak does not necessarily lead to the economi-
cally optimum shutdown mode, this method has proved too cumbersome for solution
by present day computers , Another approach to the minimization of the xenon
peak was tried by Rosztocay (1964) using Pontryagin's Maximum Principle. The
power-time grid approach was used for the first time to approximate the optimum
shutdown function for the NRU Reactor, (Kerr and Lennox, 1962). The grid
analysis was used in the earlier part of the study to determine the general
shape of the shutdown function. This treatment was mainly concerned with
regulating the outage time available before the reactor was made subcritical
by the rising xenon concentration.
The approach used with the SHUTDOWN code is similar to that of
Kerr and Lennox in that a power-time grid is employed, but the code makes
it possible to determine optimum shutdown modes for a wider variety of
conditions than has been attempted before. Its main limitation is that a
significant number of calculations must be done (that is, 16,777,216 different







mode is to be found from the initial grid. Hence the code is designed to refine
solutions by examination of finer grids placed in the regions of interest.
Another feature is that it can solve for the shutdown method that gives the
smallest peak xenon value after shutdown. This feature will be of interest
as a check should the dynamic programming method proposed by Ash et al. (1959)
ever be used.
3. DISCUSSION
3.1 The General Calculation Method
The calculation method employed in the SHUTDOWN code is simple;
a shutdown mode is selected, its outage xenon and reactor reactivity transi-
ents are calculated, its associated losses are calculated for the desired
outage time, and these losses are compared with the previous best results.
This process continues until all paths through the time-power grid have
been investigated. For comparison the losses associated with a "sample
shutdown" mode (that is, an abrupt shutdown) are also calculated.
3.2 The Power-Time Grid
The initial power-time grid used can be fairly flexible. Up to
20 time intervals can be used, and in each of these intervals up to 20 power
levels may be designated. Also, the intervals may be of varying duration,
and the number of levels in each interval may vary.
3.3 -The Xenon and Iodine Calculations
The equations for calculating the xenon and iodine variations
through the power-time grid are fairly simple since the power is varied in
steps. The xenon and iodine reactivities at the end of the k—th interval
are :
X(k+.l) = X (k) + X(k) - X (k) exp
- DE(k) T (k)
DE(k) -
exp ( - DE(k) T(k)
I(k+l) = I (k) +
t.
- i(iO exp f - x-- T(k)




Here X (k) and I (k) are the equilibrium xenon and iodine reactivi-
ties for the selected power level P(k) in the k-th interval :
AP(k)
BP(k) DE(k)
I (k) = CP(k)
(3)
The above formulae can only rigorously describe the point isotopic
concentration of xenon-135 in a fuel element, but it has been found in
practice that, with the proper choice of the constants A, B and C, the
equations can also be used to describe reactor xenon poisoning transients.
These constants can be found if the xenon reactivity is known for two power
levels and the effective iodine reactivity is known for one power level.
Alternatively, one can use the fact that the ratio of A to C is determined
by the reactor fuel composition. This ratio is a function of the fission
yields of xenon-135 and iodine-135 and can be expressed as :
The value of this ratio is 2.89 x 10"5 sec"1 for Pu239 and U233 (y. = 0 for
2C
these fuels) and is 3.03 x 10"5 sec"1 for U235. (See Reactor Physics Constants,
ANL 5800) .
3 .4 Reactivity Calculation
The reactivity formulation use;: in the SHUTDOWN code has four
portions, a constant base reactivity RB, a prompt linear power coefficient
PRC , and two delayed linear power coefficients as follows :
R(k) = RB PRC P(k) Rl(k) + R2(k) (5)
The delayed contributions are :
Rl.(k) = | Di I P(k) - Rl(k-l) | exp j - CRT T(k)l + Rl (k-l) ,
..... (6)
R2(k) =| D2 P(k) - R2(k-1) 1 exp I - CR2 T(k)l + R2(k-l) ,
..... (7)
where Dl and D2 are the power coefficients and CR1 and CR2 are the reactivity
decay constants.
An important condition employed in finding the optimum shutdown
mode is that the reactor -reactivity must not fall below the xenon reactivity
during the time covered by the power-time grid., unless the power is zero in
the time intervals adjacent to the point of calculation. This condition
usually allows the elimination of a significant fraction of the possible
paths through the power-time grid, unless the reactor reactivity is relatively
large.
3.5 Subroutine TCALC
The subroutine TCALC is used to calculate the time intercepts of
the pile reactivity and xenon transients after the reactor is finally at
zero power. The near-side intercept, or rising xenon intercept is found
in the following manner. First the time scale is adjusted by a time increment
Z\T so that the transient starts from zero xenon (Figure 2) . (This treatment
for the xenon transient is similar to that of Ward (1957)).
Then the intercept is found by an iterative procedure. The first
guess for the intercept is the time at which the xenon is maximum. The
second iteration intercept value is found by determining the intersection
(point 2) of the reactivity level and a line drawn from the origin to the
peak of the xenon transient. The third guess is found in a similar manner.
(See Figure 3) .
The far side intercept is found by iterating on the equation of the
zero initial xenon transient (See Figure 2). The equation of this curve
is :
)X - (const) (e'
or as is used in the subroutine' :
T2 = (const)(Reactor Reactivity)
(9)
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The first guess for the far side intercept is chosen from a
simplified representation of the far side of the xenon transient. (See
dotted lines in Figure 4).
This approximation allows an explicit estimation of the intercept
for any reactivity value.
An alternative method of solution is also included in TCALC. This
method uses a read-in table of values for the equation 8 (called the universal
shutdown curve by Ward, 1957). As presently used the table consists of the
time values for 39 different levels of xenon reactivity. If the intercept
proves to be above the 39th level WtJ/X^ = 0.975) or below the first level
(X(t)/X - 0.025) then recourse is made to the trial and error methodv v
 '' max
discussed previously. Values that can be used for this table are listed in
Appendix 2.
Two other features are embodied in this subroutine. First, the
xenon reactivity can be reduced by a fraction, corresponding to the loss
in poisoning effect with a partial discharge. Secondly, the reactor base
i-
reactivity may be changed after shutdown, corresponding to the charging or
discharging of spike fuel or poison.
3.6 The Refined Grid Option
Solutions obtained from an examination of the initial power-time
grid can be further refined by the SHUTDOWN code. This is accomplished by
allowing the power level intervals of the original power-time grid to be sub-
divided in the regions adjacent to the obtained ' solution. The code provides
for alternative power levels, one above and one below the previous solution.
Their spacing is gradually lessened as the calculation proceeds, until the
desired accuracy is obtained. This calculation sequence can then be
followed by a sequence in which three power levels are offered, the old
solution, and values above and below the old solution.
The time intervals in the original power-time grid can also be
subdivided. In this case the power levels in the right hand subdivisions
of the original time intervals are allowed to vary first, while the .'power
levels in the remainder of the subintervals are held constant at the old
solution. Upon convergence the power levels are allowed to vary in the
subintervals that are second from the right, and so on until all of the
subintervals have been examined. This sweep through the subintervals
is repeated for a designated number of times. Following completion of
this operation the subintervals are again subdivided, and the process is
repeated until the designated maximum number of subintervals has been
examined.
3.7 Example Calculation
Appendix 3 presents the output for a determination of the optimum
shutdown mode for the NRU reactor. Actually two desired startup times
were examined but only one of the solutions was determined more exactly
through the "refined grid" option. This startup time of 1.70 hours was
also examined under the same conditions as in Kerr and Lennox (1962) ; a
comparison of the two shutdown modes is given in Figure 5. One can observe
that although the two functions shown in Figure 5 both accomplish startup at
exactly 1.70 hours down, the one given by Kerr and Lennox loses 1.72 hours
more in full power operating time. Thus the function determined by the
shutdown code is significantly closer to the optimum.
4. CONCLUSIONS
The SHUTDOWN code can be used to approximate the optimum shutdown
modes for reactors under a wide range of conditions. The principal limita-
tion of the code is the running time required to analyse large'power-time
grids. This limitation is aggravated if the reactivity of the reactor is
large with respect to the equilibrium xenon reactivity, or if the reactor
has a large negative power coefficient. Under these conditions it becomes
necessary to depend more on the "grid refining" option whr'ch redefines the
grids in the regions of interest. This process may distort the solution
function in relation to the actual theoretical optimum shutdown mode, but
the difference should be small from a reactor operational point of view since
the real problem is to improve operation of a reactor, not necessarily to
find the exact shape of the optimum shutdown mode.
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FIGURE 4 SCHEME FOR FINDING INITIAL GUESS OF FAR
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FIGURE 5 SHUTDOWN FUNCTIONS FOR NRU STARTUP AFTER
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The 1-135 dec:ay constant ii\ hr .
The Xo-135 decay constant in hr" .
Jf ARF < 0 then ths universal shutdcw-i curve
will be read from the next 39 carda.
ARE1' > 0 when no table is given.
The neur side values of the universal, shutdown
curve?.
The far oj.de values of the universal shutdown
curvo.
The number of time intervale -'n the initial
power-time grid.
The number of desired startup times (-c's)
to be analysed.
If NOPT = 1 then outage is at least i . If
WOW = 2 then outage is exactly i . If
NOPT - 3 the solution will be found
which gives the minimum of the maximum
xenon after shutdown.
If MOPT ~ 1 then optimization is on MWd. If
MC.PT •-• 2 then optimization i;.- en the
time spent with the power within a fraction
(FRACT) of a given power level (WCALC).
If NHJ.OPr < 0 then the maximum power level in
each time interval will be given and
cards 53 and 54- must be given. If
HHOPT > 0 then the maximum power level
through the grid is taken as WCALC.









































A P P E N D I X I (continued)
Explanation
If NRITE > 0 then full output will be-, printed.
If NRITE < 0 then full output will not
be printed.
See MOPT.
This is the weight to be applied to the
losses (e.g. MWd) incurred before shut-
down relative to the losses after shut-
down.
If NTOPT > 0 the tabulated universal xenon
curve (see cards 2-40) will be used to
calculate the times of zero net reactivity
after shutdown. If NTOPT < 0 then the
iterative method explained in the text
is used.
The number of "Refined Grid Calculations".
Case identification.
) Xenon and iodine equation constants.
)
) See Equations 3 and 4 in text.
)
The first delayed linear power coefficient.
The decay constant corresponding .to Dl.
See Dl.
See'CRl.
The prompt linear power coefficient. •
The power level used for calculating losses
in the power-time grid.
The reactor base reactivity.
The fraction of xenon and iodine reactivity
discharged after shutdown.




























47 48 SDD(l) - F5.2
SDD(20)
49 50 T(1)-T(20) F5.2
Explanation
The reactivity added after shutdown.
The convergence limit for calculations of
the zero net reactivity points after
shutdown, (in hours, say 0.01) .
If WSD j 0 then ZSDI, YSDI, Ell, R21, and
WLOSSI will be calculated assuming WSD
is the equilibrium power level.
The xenon at shutdown for the reference shut
down method.
The iodine at shutdown --------- etc.
The value of Rl at shutdown -------- etc.
The value of R2 at shutdown -------- etc.
The loss incurred during the power reduction
for the reference shutdown method.
WLOSSI = 0.0 if WSD 0 .
If WSTART J 0 Z(l), Y(lh Rl(!) > and
R2(l) will be calculated assuming WSTART
is the equilibrium power level.
The initial conditions at the start of the
power-time grid. These are ignored if
WSTART 0.
The number of power levels in each interval
of the power-time grid.
The startup times to be analysed (in hours)
The duration of the time intervals in the
power-time grid (in hours).
-x-*




























The lowest power level in each interval in
the power-time grid.
The highest power level in each interval of
the power-time grid. Cards 53 and 54
should not be used if NHIOPT > 0.
The number of times the intervals in the
power-time grid are to be split in
half.
The number of times the spacing between the
current solution power level and the
alternative power levels is reduced by
the factor DEM.
The maximum number of calculational sweeps
through the subdivided time intervals
before another time split is made.
NREP < NPSPL. The number of times three
alternative power levels are offered
(the centre one being the current
solution) starting with the finest power
subdivision. These calculations are
made after the calculations with two
alternative levels are completed.
The fraction by which the spacing between the
current solution and the alternative
power levels is diminished at each power
split.
The numbers of the startup times (in the order
of cards 47 and 48) that are to have
refined grid calculations.
A P P B N D J X 2
UNIVERSAL SHUTDOWN
Ward (1957) was the first to realise that al i




Actually this function only truly describes the xenon transient
starting from the condition of having aero xenon. However, by appropriate
shifts in the time axis this function can be used for transients starting
from non-zero xenon.
This function can be used by the subroutine TCALC in two forms:
(1) as given by the equation, and
(2) as given in a table.
Four sets of the tabulated values are given below. Each set
corresponds to various pairs of the I - 135 arid Xe - 135 decay constants
that are currently in use. The tables were derived with the use of the
program GARBAGE in conjunction with the subroutine TCALC. The values are
accurate to _+ 0.001 hr.
APPENDIX 2. (Cont'd)
APPENDIX 2. (Cont'd)
•X = 0.10440 hr'1
Xx = 0.07560 hr"1
X.






































































































































































*(XT " 2.9 x 10-5 sec
-l
0.10359
















































































X = 2.1 x 10"5sec"1)
Xj = 0.1034 hr


















































































The first page of output displays the input data3 the actual
output data "begins on the second page. An explanation of terms is given
"below:
The first two lines
NCALCS
NTRANS
Ave. WNEAR and Ave. NFAR
Initial Iodine and Xenon
TIME LOSS
XMAXI
NFAR AND FAR INTERCEPTS
NNEARI AND NFARI
A statement of the type of problem, solved.
The number of possible paths through the input
grid.
The number of times the subroutine TCALC was used
The average number of iterations required to
reach convergence in TCALC.
The values of xenon and iodine for the reference
shutdown.
The loss for the reference shutdown.
The maximum xenon concentration following the
reference shutdown.
The times of zero net reactivity following the
reference shutdown.
The number of iterations in TCALC for the
reference shutdown solution.
The next group of data shows the losses that would be associated
with 'each desired startup time if the reference shutdown were used. SDD =
Desired Startup Time. TSUI = Time of Actual Startup. SDLOSSI = The Losses
from not being able to Startup When Desired. SDNETI = "Time Loss" + "Weight"
x SDLOSSI.
The next group of data shows the results of the shutdown optimi-




C GARBAGE A TIME INTERCEPT CALC
COMMON KANYNE»MANYFAmUBN{40) ,TSUBF(40)»TUlMIT,NTOPT f NOPT
OIKENS ION TNEAR (.100 } ', T F A R ( IOC )
 ?MANF ( 100 ) , MANNC 100 )





50 REACtSiDKiCY^CZiT l i lMIT
H R I . T E ( 7 » 2 J C ' Y » C Z
W R I T E { 6 , 3 ) C y « C Z
T M A X I = A L O G J G Y / C Z ) / K Y - C Z )
AAA*.CZ.*eXP « CY*TMAX I ) / < CY-CZ )






OCAtL , T C A L C ( Y ^ O i O i C Y , C Z t O * 0 » 0 , 0 , T M A X I / A A A , R » O - O ^ O . O . O » 0 f 1«0,
ITNEAR(N) , T F A R ( N H N N E A R » N F A R , X f A X i )
R^S-t-R
f i A N W t N J ^ N A N Y N E
WANF. < N ) = NANYFA
feRM£t :7 ,2 ) ' TNEAR, (K f ) ,TFAk(N)
WRITE (6,4 ) T M E A R ( N ) , T F A R ( N } 5 M A N N ( N ) S M A N F ( N )
3 FORMAT (2F-10.5i20H NNEAR NFAR )
A F O R M A T ( 2 F l O i 5 t 3 X S I 5 T 5 X , I 5 )
10 CONTINUE














The loss incurred by varying the power.
The loss incurred after shutdown.
WLOSS + SDLOSS
The iodine, xenon and reactor reactivity
values at zero power.
The maximum xenon after shutdown.
The times of zero net reactivity after shutdown.
Appendix 3. (continued)
solution is given.
is relatedTtt ^ ^ " ^  ^  "* ™ *"" ^ " ^ ™* «•j-ci j. c-LciucQ uo one Convpycr/=>n <••(=> ~i-i ™ n 4-,-, • J_T
if 25 iterations or »»^ re^ H L™!^  ref!'' "^ ^
after shutdown, then the corresponding pUtr^ hteTLTreJeted and
a pr^nt-out
 la given of the level indices for each time interval (an index
of 1 .eans the lowest power level is being examined, etc.) . It would be
an
 lmproTCment to allow this limit of -25 iterations to te an input variable
Two alternative messages can be written in this section. One "Sample ;
Shutdown is Best" shows that the reference shutdown method is better than any ;
of the possibilities offered by the power-time grid. The other "No Shutdown :
Mode will Work" is possible only when NOPT = 2; that is, that a startup at
exactly the time desired is demanded. In this case it is possible that no
shutdown method - including the sample - will work. :
The optimum power level variations are listed next. Following these '.,
are the corresponding reactor reactivity, xenon and iodine values at the end ;
of each time interval. The last value "REJECTS" is the number of times selected
shutdown modes have been rejected because of insufficient reactor reactivity. |.
If refined grid calculations are asked for?additional output appears.
The first line reiterates the values designated in card 55. Then follows the
output for each successive time split in the power-time grid. Every time an
improvement in the shutdown function is found the new solution is printed out
along with the corresponding values of SDNET and XMA.X (the maximum xenon value
after zero power is reached). The series of integers shown is the number of
power options allowed in each subinterval of the power time grid. For example,T|j
i. ""-'"H
the numbers 1 2 show that each time interval has been split once and that p.f
* ' "'t-*;
currently two power options are allowed in the right hand hal:? of each of the
original time intervals. After the calculations have been completed for each
level of time split, then a print-out of the pertinent data for the current
NRU AT 58MK
7 2 1 1 1 1 1»00 1.00 1 1 NRU AT 58MK
17.92000 0.50300 168.30000 -0.
-0, 2.00000 58.00000 -0.
2.00000 33.14529 336.60000 -0.
2.00000 33.14529 336.60000 -0.






































































































NCALCS = 78125. NTRANS = 2950. AVE. NNEAR = 1.0 AVE. NFAR = 1.0
32.995
INITIAL IODINE = 336.600 INITIAL XENON =
NEAR INTERCEPT = 0.832 FAR INTERCEPT =
SDD TSUI SDLOSSI SDNETI
1.700 34.995 33.295 33.295
2.000 34.995 32.995
OPTIMUM SHUTDOWN MODE RESULTS
SDD TSU WLOSS SDLOSS
1.700 1.700 ' 6.500 0.
2.000 25.497 . 8.000 23.497














33.145 TIME LOSS = 0.


































































































































































0.7812 1.2187 0.7187 0.7813 2.0000
XMAX= 111.49081
WLOSS SDLOSS SDNET YSD ZSD RSD XHAX TNEAR TFAR
5.969 0. 5.969 233.982 25.765 58.000 111.491 1.700 28.662
0.7812 1.2187 0.7187 0.7813 2.0000
58.0000 58.0000 58.0000 58.0000 58.0000
44.2974 55.0390 43.4807 51.5626 49.9745
294.8258 264.3107 253.2520 228.5386 210.4071
1.2812 1.4062 0.7812 0.6562 1.2187 1.0937 0.7187 0.8437
2.0000 2.0000
XHAX= 111.87310
I''/.'-,.' ^•:;v"-;^ y^ -~-r--r--— -----T; -•-•:••• =-"-'rI"^lil™'1 ;,' j" "" "-••'«--'»""*'^ v^ w^^  n.,^ «^T»i.w^ a9Mj^ l,^ p^ll
1
2'.0000 L'OOOO °*7812 °-65&2 1-2187 1-°6" °'7187 0.8750 " —
XHAX= 112.07866
WLOSS SDLOSS SDNET YSD ZSD RSD XHAX TNEAR TFAR
5.953 0. 5.953 235.670 25.483 58.000 112.079 1.700 28.779
1.2812 1.4375 0.7812 0.6562 1.2187 1.0625 0.7187 0.8750
2.0000 2.0000
58.0000 58.0000 58.0000 58.0000 58.0000 58.0000 58.0000 58.0000
58.0000 58.0000
46.8572 45.7801 42.3263 50.4777 56.9049 48.4383 46.3000 SO. 5252
46.1902 30.1859
1135 LEVELS
336.6000 324.2004 310.4357 301.1230 295.3084 279.2153 262.6365 256.9860 249.3074 236.6999
227.9141 218.4414 212.4825 224.6751





1 1 1 2
1 1 1 2





1 1 1 2
1 1 1 2
1 1 1 3
1.2500 1.2500
0.6562 l . O O C O
0.7813 0.7813
S D N E T = 5.91406





1 1 1 3
1 1 2 1
1 1 2 1
1 1 2 1
1 1 2 1
1 1 3 1
1 2 1 1
1 2 1 1
1 2 1 1
1 2 1 I













































X M A X = 112.46100


























WLOSS SDLOSS SDNET YSD
5.906 0. 5.906 236.772
1.2812 1.4375 1.6875 0.7812 0.7812
0.8125 0.7187 0.7187 0.8750 0.6250
2.0000 2.0000 2.0000
1.2812 1.4375 1.6250 0.7812 0.7812
0.7500 0.7187 0.7187 0.8750 0.687'j
2.0000 2.0000 2.0000
1.2812 1.4375 1.625U 0.7812 0.78U
0.7187 0.7187 0.7187 0.6750 0.6562
2.0000 2.0000 2.0000
1.2812 1.4375 1.6562 0.7812 . 0.7812
0.6875 0.7187 0.7187 0.8750 0.6250
2.0000 2.0000 2.0000
*SD RSD X H A X T N E A R TFAR
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APPENDIX 4 .
SHUT.DOV/N CODE L[STING TN FORTRAN L
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COMMON MANYNE»MANYFA»TSUBN(40) .TSUBFUO) , TL I MI T .NTOPT »NOPT
^DIMENSION TI 1^0 j ,w< 20,1001 »NP( iocj . Y( ion ,zt 101 ) »R< 101 1 .M.'ZOI »
1YE<2^»1UC) »ZE<20»loO) ,DE(20ilOO) »P(101) .NPSOL ( 100. 20 ) ,SDLOSS(20) ,
2WLOSSI2J) ,SDNET(2C) ,YSD(2C) ,ZSD(20> » SOD (20) ,TSU(20> , TNEAR<20) ,
3TFAR120) »WHI t 100)»WLO(100) .TITLE! Q) tWSOLI 100.20] , XMAX(20) »
4N(lD^) .TSUI (20) , SOLOS I (20) .SONET I (20) ,RSD<20} »Rl ( 1 01 ) .ZEM ( 1 00 » 20 ) .
5REM( 100,20) ,YEM(lvJ>J,20) iR2< 13] ) ,NOM( 100) .i^ SUT ( 20 ) .SOL ( 20 ) ,«'R(100) .






2 oOju FORMAT! 1HO»11X,2<1I2»1X)»4(1H»1X)»2(1F4.2»1X)»I1»1X,I2 .1X.8A& »
1A5)
2^01 FORMAT! 1H J. 10X , 7F1^. 5)
2002 FORMAT(1HO,10X,2CI5)
2003 FORMAT! lHO,lOX,luFlC.5/llX,lCF10.5)
20040FORMATI IHo.lOX.lUHTHlS I S A .2 A6 . 14HOPTIMI Z AT ION , ,446.
19HO PROBLEM)
2005 FORMAT( lHO/luX»2oHSAMPLE SHUTDO'.vN DATA)
20060FORMAT1 1HC, 1CX» 17HINITIAL IODINE = .F8 . 3 »4X , 16HI NI T I AL XENON = ,
1F8.3»4X»12HTIME LOSS = , F8 . 3 » 4X.6H/MAX I = , F8 . 3 )
20070FORMAT(1H0.10X.17HNEAR INTERCEPT = ,F8 . 3 ,4X , 16HFAR INTERCEPT = ,
1F8.3.4X.9HNNEARI = » I 5 >4X .8HNFAR I = »J5)
2008 FORMAT ( 1HO. 10X.29HOPTIKJM SHJTDOwN MODE RESULTS)
20090FORMATI1H0.10X.102HSDD TSU WLOSS SOLOSS SDNET
1 YSD ZSD R5D XMAX T.NEAR TFAR )
2U10 FORMAT(1H0.6X,1K1X,F8.3.1X) )
2011 FORMAT(1HO,8X,F8.3.26H SAMPLE SHUTDOWN IS BEST)
2^12 FORMAT (1HO,8X,F8.3»29H NO SHJTOOWN MODE WILL WORK)
2013 FORMAT (1H0.10X.30HOPTIMUM POWER LEVEL VARIATIONS)
20140FORMAT ( 1H0.4X, 110HSDD iV 1 W2 W3 W4
1 W5 W5 W7 w8 W9 W10 )
2015 FORMAT(1HO,3X,F5.2»2X,10(1X,F8.3.1X) )
20160FORMAT(1HC,4X,110HSDD 'fill W12 rt!3 W14
1 W15 W16 W17 W18 W19 W20 )
20170FORMAT ( 1HO. 10X , 9HNCALCS = , F 1C .0 » 2X , 9HNTRANS = » F] 0 .0 » 2X » 1 3HAVE . iN
1NEAR = .F4.1.2X.12HAVE. NFAR = ,F4.1)
2<3l8 FORMAT ( 1H0.10X.39H SOD TSUI SDLOSS I SDNETI)
2019 FORMAT(1HO»11X,F853.3X,F8.3.3X,F8.3.3X,F8.3)
2^25 FORMAT(1HO,10X,22HREACTIVITY MATRIX 1»1U)
2026 FORMAT(1HC,10X,23HREACTIVITY MATRIX 10,20)
2027 FORMAT (1HO,10X,17HXENON MATRIX 1,10)
2028 FORMAT ( 1HO, 10X , 18HXENON MATRIX 10,20)
2029 FORMAT( 1H0.10X, 18HIODINE MATRIX 1,10)
2030 FORMAT! 1H0.10X.19HIODINE KATRi.C 10»20)
2031 FORMAT(lHO,lOX.40HNOfl CONVERGENCE NEAR SIDE NP GIVEN BELOW)
2032 FORMAT( 1HO, 10X.39HNON CONVERGENCE FAR SIDE NP GIVEN BELO* )
2033 FORMAT(1HO,10X,20I3)
2034 FORMAT(2F10.5)
2035 FORMAT ( 1HO, 10X , 8HRE JECTS= .FlO.O)
2^45 FORMAT(1H1,10X,8A6»A5)
2046 FORMAT (3F10.5)
C DEFINITION OF FUNCTIONS
ORXENF(YE.ZE>Y,Z,D.T,Cn = ZE MZ-ZE)*EXP (-D«T)+
ICY* ( Y-YE)*1EXP I-CY*T)-EXP ( -D» T ) ) / ( 0-CY )




9001 DO 7Ju2 I=2»4i-
7002 R E A D ' 5 » 2 C 3 4 ) T S U B > i < 1 ) .TSuBFt ! i
TSUB.NI 1 )=0.'j
TSU?F(1)=^ .3
DO ?575 1 = 1 » 2 ^





























'^ LO ( J ) =0.



















READ«5»1303) (SDD<I) » 1 = 1»20)
^piyj^ ^>mi»ii!>^^
>^;-^^^.Vr^-^;-.Sj^v^-fe^"^.-V^i«^,^ ' >"^-l"» -,„•*;. ,.^ ~ rt-f^^st.S.-j. -»'.
R E A O ( 5 . l C 0 3 ) ( W L O ( I ) , 1 = 1 , 2 0 )
I F ( N H I O P T ) 571,571.572
5 7 1 R £ A D « 5 » 1 0 0 3 ) ( W H I I I ) , I = 1 » 2 0 )
C CALCULATION OF V»( I»J )
 A
572 CALC5=1.U





3660 DO 100 J2 = l.NT
 Q
NP(J2) = 0
IF(N(J2) - 1) lOi,lui,iU2 c




500 WRIU2) = WCALC
501 ARG1=N(J2) - 1
W R ( J 2 ) = (WHI (J2)-WLO(J2)) /AR'31
NJ = N(J2) p
DO 1U3 J3 = l.NJ Q
ARG2=J3 -1
















2 TMAXI =ALOG < CY/CZ) / tCY-CZ)
RSDI = RB + R1H-R2I






17 Ytl) = C*WSTART
 019
Z(l) = A*WSTART / ICZ + B*WSTART) 020
Rid) = Dl * WSTART
R2d) = D2 * WSTART




DO 2* J = 1 » II 024
YE(J»I) = C* W(J,I)
 025
DE(J»I) = CZ •»- B * W(J,I) 026
ZE(J«IJ = A * W(J»I) / DE<J9l) 028
24 CONTINUE 029
DO 70 II = l.NSDD 030
70 NPSOL(I.Il) = 0 031
23 CONTINUE '
 0'2















T.NEARflN ) = TNEARI
("FAR ( IN )=TFARI
.M(IN )=]
SOLOSIUN >=o.o
SONET i (IN >=WLOSSI
TSUI (IN )=SDD(IN )
TSU(IN )=SDD(IN )
19 CONTINUE
7511 DO 50 NO=1»NSDD















C CALCULATION OF ZERO POWER VALUES 117
W(l.NT-H) = l.O
NP(NT+1) = 1
92 JJ = 1 118
41 DO 26 K = JJ.NT 119
NPK. = NPtK) 120
P«) = W(NPK.K) 121
NPD = NP(K-f-l)
P(K+1) = W(NPD.IO-l)
RHK+1) = (D1*P(KJ-R1(K) )*d«0-EXP 1 -CR]*T (K ) ) ) +R1 ( < )
R2(Ki-l) = (D2*PU)-R2«) )*<1.0-EXP t-CR2*T (K) ) )-(-R2( K)
Y(K-H) = REACF(YE(NPK»K)» Y(K), CY » T(KJ) 122
RdC+1) = RB -»• PRC*PU) + Rl«+l) + R2U-»-l)
Z(K-H) = RXENF( YE(NPK.,K)»ZE(NPK»O»Y(K) ,ZIK) ,DE(NPK,K) »T(K) »CY)
IF<R(K+1) - Z(K+1))581»26.26 125
581 NERROR = K
IF(P(K) )590, 590. 8099




CALL TCALCIY(NT-f-l) »Z(NT+1) .CY.CZ.CRl »CR2 »TMAX I .AAA.RB.Rl CNT + 1 ) ,
1R21NT+1 ) »DELTAR»ZF»TNEA.TFA.NNEAR,NFAR,XMAXA)
IF(MANYNE - 25) 180,180,190
——^— ——————
180 IF(MANYFA - 25)181,181,191
181 TRANS = TRANS + 1.0
EAR=NNEAR
FAR=NFAR
ANEAR = ANEAR + EAR/CALCS
AFAR = AFAR + FAR/CALCS
C CALCULATION OF WLOS , SOLOS, SDNE 128WLOS = o.o
 129




151 WLOS = WLOS + T(K1)*WEIGHT
GO TO 153
29 WLOS a WLOS + 1 (WCALC - P (Kl ) )*T ( KU *WE IGHT ) /WCALC 131
153 CONTINUE
GO TO(60,61»3501 ) ,.NOPT
C CALCULATION OF WLOS. SOLOS, SOME FOR NOPT = 1 133
60 DO 28 KK = 1 ,NSDD 134
31 IF (TFA - SDD(KK)) 33.33.34 139
33 SOLOS = 0.0 J40
TS = SDD<m 141
GO TO 32 142
34 IF (TNEA - SDD(KKj) 35.36.36 143
36 SOLOS = 0.0 14i
TS = SDD(KK) 145
GO TO 32 146
35 SOLOS = TFA - SDDIK.K) • 147
TS = TFA 148
32 SDNE = WLOS + SOLOS 149
IF<SDNET(KK) - SONS) 28,28,38 150
38 SONET «K) = SDNE 151
WLOSS«K) = WLOS 152
SDLOSS(KK) = SOLOS 153
TNEAR(KK) = TNEA 154
TFAR«K) = TFA 155
YSD(KK) = Y(NT •«- 1) 156
ZSDIKIO = Z(NT +1) 157
XMAX(KK)=XMAXA
RSD(KK) = RB + RlfNT+1) + R2«NT+1)
TSU(KK) = TS 155
M(KK) = 0
DO 99 M9= 1»NT
 159






C CHOOSE NEW NP 163
9000 NERROR = NT
27 DO 39 KQ = 1. NERROR - 164
JQ = NERROR - K.Q + i 165
NP(JQ) = NP(JO) + 1 166
IF<NP(JO) -N(JQ)) 40,40,42 167
40 IFUQ-D6CO. 600.601
600 jj s i
GO TO 602
601 Jj=JO-i
602 NER = JQ+1




42 IFUC - 1) 43.43.44
44 NP(JO) = 1
39 CONTINUE
C CALCULATION OF WLOS, SDLOS, SDNE FOR NOPT = 2
61 DO 62 JI = 1, NSDD
67 IF (TFA - SDD(JI)) 66.66.64
64 IF (TNEA - SDD<JI)) 62.65,66
66 TS = SDD(JI)
SDNE = WLOS
IF(M(JI)-1)165»165.68






YSD(JI) = Y (NT + 1)
ZSD(JI) = Z(NT + 1)
RSD(JI) = RB + RllNT+l).fR2(NT+l)
TSU(JI) r TS





















































210 DO 900 J6 =1.NSDD
DO 901 J7 = l.NT
3505
NT,.NSDD, NOP T. MOP T.NH i OPT..\RITE.FRACT,
A»B»C.D1.CR1.D2.CR2
PRC.'rtCALC.RB.Z" l .DEL TAR, TL I'•'IT




























3652 GO TO (3653.3654,3655>.NOPT
3653 WR:TE(6.2051)















TNEARI, TFARi, NNEARI, NFAR I
SDDdR) .TSUKIR) .SDLOSI ( IR) ,SD.NETI C IR)
555
FORMAT(1HC.10X.30HSTARTUP AT EXACTLY SDD PROBLEM
GO TO 3656 •
WRITE(6.2053)























DO 5^ 05 J8=1»NSDD















































SDD(L8) , (REM(L9,L8) ,L9=1,10)
10.20,
SDD(L12),(ZEM(L13,L12,,L13 =








NOMT( i )=N( I )
T l ( I ) = T ( I )
WRTU)=WR<n
WHIT( I )=WHKI )














































I F ( N R I T E ) 2 3 7 » 2 6 0 . 2 6 0
2039 FORMAT (1H0.10X.12HPOWER LEVELS)
260 WRITE(6»2C40>
WRITE(6,2C55)(ROLDJI)»I=1,NT)
2040 FORMAT (1H0.10X.12HREACTI VI TIES)
WRITE(6»2041)
WRITE(6,2C55)(ZOLD(I ),I=1,NT)
2041 FORMAT (1HO»10X,12HXE1 35 LEVELS)
WRITE16.2042)
WRITE(6»2055) (YOLD(I) ,1=1, NT)
2°42 FORMAT (1HO,10X,12H 1135 LEVELS)
2055 FORMATUOF13.4)
237 IF(CT|_S-DAMNT)235»235.234




































290 GO T01227.75C6) .MAN
7506 NDO=NODO








C CHOOSE POWER LEVELS
217 NTOT=0
NTO=0















IF (NTOT-NT) 226*224. 224
226 IF(NTO-NT)18. 225.225
SAVINGS TEST
211 GO TOC3550, 3550.3551} »NOPT
3551 IF(XMAX( 1 J-XMAZ 13552. 3 59.
3552 XMAZ=XNAXtl)
GO TO 214
3550 IFCSOLOCTl-SDNETKT) 1359.359. 214
214 SOL«T)=SDNET(icT)






ROLDt I )=REV( I.KT)
ZOLD< I )=ZEM( I,KT)
251 CONTINUE
MAN = 2





2<J43 FORMAT UHU»10X»21HCALC HAS BOTTOMED
GO TO 234
225 WRITE16.2044)
2044 FORMAT! 1HO,10X,19HCALC HAS TOPPED OUT)
GO TO 234
359 IF(CPLS-DAMNP)250, 365.365




371 DO 360 I=NDO»NT.NODO
IFINOMI I ) -1)360 .360, 361
361 «(3«I )=WOLD( I)-i-WR( I)*DEM**CPLS
W(2»I ) =*OLD< I )
W ( 1 , I ) =WOLD I I ) -WR I I ) *DEM**CPLS
Nl I)=3
N(I-H)=1
IF(W(3.I)-WH!(1 ) 1353. 353. 354
354 W(3,I)=WHI(I)
GO TO 360
353 IF(W<l,I)-WLOl I ) 1355.360,360
355 W(liI)=iHLO(I )
360 CONTINUE












TMAX =ALOG UCZ/CYJ* II.O-KI»O-<CZ/CYM * cz r /Y in ) / rcz-CYj
DELTAT = TMAX J - TMAX









3 TNEAR = 0.0
T^AR =0.0
GO TO 14
4 IF <NTOPT)8C01, 8001, 8022
8022 IF IREL-O. 975) 80 CO, 8001*800!
8000 KMAX=R£L«40.+1.0
<M=KMAX
JRVl=(RB+DELTAR+Rl*EXP(-CRl*(T5UBN{KM )-DELTAT) } +
1R2*EXP(-CR2*ITSUBN(ICM ) -DELTAT) ) ) / ( Z F * X M A X )
8UG2-JRV2=<RB+DELTAR+Rl*EXP(-CRl*CTSUBN<KM-i-l)-DELTAT) ) +










IF (RNET2) 8003 »8004» 8005
800* TNEAR=TSUB.N<KM+I)-DELTAT
IF 'TNEAR) 8023 .8010,80108^23 TNEAR=O.C
GO TO 8010
8003 IF(RNETU8008. 8007, 8006
SOD? TNEAR=TSUBWK.M J-DELTAT
GO TO 801U







ORVl=(RB>DELTAR+Rl*EXP(-CRl*<TSUBN(K.M )-DELTAT) ) +




ORVl = lRB+DELTAR-fRl*EXPt-CRl*{TSUBF(KM J-DELTAT) ) +
1R2*EXP(-CR2*«TSUBF(KM )-DELTAT) ) ) / (ZF*XMAX)
80 130RV2=<RB+DELTAR+Rl*EXP<-CRl*{TSU8F«M-H J-DELTAT) ) +
lS2*£XP(-CR2*t
NFAR=NFAP. + 1
























ORVl=(RB+DELTAR-«-Rl*EXP(-CRl*(TSU3F«M J -DELTAT) ) -f-
!R2*EXP(-CR2*fTSUBF(KM ) -DELTAT)) > / f Z F * X V A X )
GO TO 8-21
8C01 TM = TMAXI
XI = I.-
50TN2 = TNl*(RB+DELTAR+Rl*EXP < CRl*(DELTAT-TNl ) )+R2
KDELTAT-TNl ) ) ) / <ZF*XMAX*X1 )
X2 = A A A * t E X P t -CZ*TN2) -EXP ( -CY*TN2) )
MANYNE = MANYNE •*• 1
IFt-VANYNE - 25) 175»175»14
R = ABS (TNI - TN2)
IFCTLIMIT-R)6»6»7
XI =X2
NNEAR = NNEAR + 1
TNI = TN2
GO TO 5








lOOXREL = (RB+DELTAR*Rl*EXP t CRl* IDELTAT-TF1 ) ) +R2*
1EXP (CR2*(DELTAT-TFl) ) )/(ZF*XMAX)
TF2 =ALOG ( (AAA/XREL)*(EXP I ( CY-CZ ) *TF1 ) - 1.0))/CY
MANYFA = MANYFA + 1
IFIMANYFA - 25)177.177.14
S = ABS (TF1 - TF2 )
rF(TLIMlT-S)ll,11.12
TF1 = TF2
NFAR = NFAR + 1
GO TO lo
TFAR = TF2 * TMAX - TMAXI
IF(TFAR) 13.13.14
TFAR =0.0
RETURN
END
(CR21
8
9
172
170
095
097
100
101
102
103
104
105
177
11
12
13
14
